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ABSTRACT

Optical components for laser beams with high peak and averaged powers are being developed worldwide using stimulated plasma scattering
that occurs when plasmas interact with intense, coherent light. After decades of pursuit of pulse compressors, mirrors, and other plasma
based components that can be created by stimulated scattering from electron density perturbations forming on ultra-short time scales
(e.g., via Stimulated Raman Scattering), more recent work has produced optical components on longer time scales allowing ion motion as
well [via Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS)]. In the most recent work, ion wave plasma optics have had success in producing pulses of
focusable coherent light with high energy and fluence by operating on ns time scales and now promise to enable numerous applications.
Experiments have further shown that in some parameter regimes, even simple plasma response models can describe the output of such optics
with sufficient accuracy that they can be used as engineering tools to design plasma optics for future applications, as is already being done to
control power deposition in fusion targets. In addition, the development of more sophisticated models promises to enable still higher perfor-
mance from SBS driven plasma optical components under a wider range of conditions. The present status and most promising directions for
future development of ion wave plasma optic techniques are discussed here.

VC 2022 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0086068

Overview
Plasma based optical components that are expected to produce

extreme optical intensity and power have been under development for
decades, not only through Raman backscattering1–8 but also through
Brillouin backscattering,9–15 because of the potential of a plasma to
provide precise control of the spatial profile and pulse shape of an
optical beam at extreme peak and average power density, without suf-
fering damage to the component. Presently, most implementations
and designs of lasers that produce the extreme intensities and fluences
needed for a range of applications use conventional optical materials
and need to have their output performance limited to avoid damage to
those materials.16–24 As a result, replacing the most damage-sensitive
components in future laser systems with plasma optics may advance

many applications including high energy density science studies, sour-
ces of energetic particles and photons, and fusion energy. However,
because the plasma optics will likely need to operate at close to the
most extreme conditions in the beam, full scale tests of component are
often not available until the rest of the system is constructed. As a
result, reliable models of the plasma response to laser beams are
needed before it will be possible to confidently propose and design
future facilities which have their performance enhanced by plasma
based optics. The numerical modeling of plasma optics that use elec-
tron plasma waves and stimulated Raman scattering on fs time scales
has progressed from fluid models25,26 to early PIC calculations,27 to
modern particle in cell based computational models28–30 in a series of
steps with increasing sophistication. However, even more detailed
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experimental validation of these models will be needed to design
such plasma optics with confidence for future large laser facilities.4

More recently, using Brillouin coupling, work has also progressed
on plasma optic devices operating on sub-ps time scales by using
plasma ion waves that are strongly coupled to the intense beams
that drive them, allowing them to create pulses with durations
comparable to the wave frequency.31,32 This work has shown suc-
cess in modeling ion wave plasma optics on such time scales using
simulations that describe collisionless plasmas and which are now
validated by experimental results in important regimes30 for appli-
cations,33,34 giving confidence for predictive modeling of ion wave
optics in a wider range of conditions.

An important advancement in our confidence in the concepts
and models of plasma optics that operate on the still longer multi-ps
to ns time scales needed to create and control beams with much higher
fluence and energy in the pulse came recently from studies in the iner-
tial confinement fusion (ICF) program, where multiple laser beams
with optical pulses of durations> 1ns were used to deliver unprece-
dented fluence and energy densities to targets containing fuel for
fusion reactions. The work has been done largely at the National
Ignition Facility (NIF),17 which was designed with the goal of creating
and studying ignition and thermonuclear burn in the laboratory.35 In
the early theoretical studies for the NIF facility, it was recognized that
scattering cells would likely be created in the plasmas in the fusion tar-
gets on time scales long enough for ion waves to form and persist in
the presence of binary particle collisions, and could potentially redirect
significant laser power and energy, due to seeding the Stimulated
Brillouin Scattering (SBS) of one beam when crossed by another.36,37

The resulting interaction, Cross Beam Energy Transfer (CBET), was
further expected to be controlled by small adjustments to the wave-
lengths of the crossing beams that would be near resonance for ion
waves propagating in the plasma formed in the interaction volume.37

Multi-beam SBS and CBET were also confirmed in a series of early
experiments done on the smaller laser facilities that existed at the
time,38–42 where it was found that the short scale lengths of the plas-
mas produced therein pushed the ion wave amplitudes needed for effi-
cient power transfer into the non-linear regime in which processes
such as particle trapping in the presence of binary collisions modified
the linear wave responses.41 Although the prior understanding of
CBET was sufficient that NIF was constructed with the capability to
adjust the laser wavelengths to control it, it was only when the first
NIF experiments commenced that efficient CBET and its dominant
effect on power flow in a fusion target with large scale plasmas41 was
confirmed.43 In fact, the adjustment of efficient CBET via wavelength
tuning of the incident beams was found to be reliable and precise
enough that it became a primary means to control the critical symme-
try of the imploded fusion fuel in many fusion experiments at NIF,43

and was soon used to generate the first implosions with sufficient yield
to allow investigations into the effects of the self-heating mechanism
essential for ignition44 and subsequently has been used in fusion
experiments including those that have produced the highest laser-
fusion yield to date.45 The most recent results from experiments to
maximize fusion energy are continuing to provide validation for
CBET modeling techniques, as was recently demonstrated in experi-
mental observations confirming that the power deposition profile is
well described by linear ion wave models of CBET in the case where
the greatest fusion energy yield has been obtained.45–47

While the success of using controlled CBET to produce the
desired power deposition in the fusion energy studies brought
attention and confidence to ideas of creating optical elements out
of plasma material for use with the high fluence and energy avail-
able on time scales> 1 ns, those same experiments have also pro-
vided additional benchmarks of the theory of CBET produced by
linear ion waves in plasmas under certain conditions43,45–47 as well
as clear evidence that non-linear wave effects become important
and are difficult to model in others.48 All of this then motivated
experiments to accurately validate such models using smaller
lasers49 that can operate in these regimes. CBET in fusion experi-
ments continues to be the subject of theoretical and computational
research,50–57 and a comprehensive model of power flow in the
range of conditions in the fusion experiments is presently being
developed and validated.57 In addition, the NIF laser has also been
a platform for experiments pursuing other applications, which
have both provided the motivation for the further development of
these plasma optical components,58 as well as a platform for
experiments to validate that the models could design an optic that
increased the energy available in signal NIF beam by 3!.59–63

Because of these developments, it now seems appropriate to
design ion wave plasma optics for specific future applications and this
paper seeks to provide Perspectives on how to proceed with the
research needed to do this by considering the techniques such design
work will need. These Perspectives are informed by much of the previ-
ously published results in this area, which are reviewed, as well as by
some very recent experimental demonstrations described herein.
Design of these optics will likely proceed by first beginning with a con-
sideration of the physical processes that are expected to be well
described by linear models of the plasma response to the laser beams
and applying them to the laser beam conditions demanded by the
application and the plasma conditions expected to be formed by the
beams. Next the potential limitations to the optic performance can be
considered, which may be due to non-linear and other effects which
are more difficult to model accurately. This can be done by beginning
with experimentally validated, models such as HYDRA,64 to predict
the plasma conditions, then performing analytic calculations and
numerical simulations to evaluate relevant effects which already have
well validated models, such as inverse bremsstrahlung absorption65

(for which numerous experimental validations can be found in the lit-
erature), thresholds for the onset of the deleterious filamentation insta-
bility (based on linear plasma models and their validation66,67) the
linear threshold for significant un-seeded SBS67,68 and Stimulated
Raman Scatter (SRS)69 from the individual beams used, and finally,
and most importantly, the power gain (or loss) rate of the beams due
to the seeded SBS instability that gives rise to CBET. The CBET pro-
cess has received the most study and experimental validation to date
under the conditions of the fusion experimental targets and can be
described in its simplest form using models that were historically
developed to describe the interaction of scattered light with a single
pump beam68,70 and were then applied to the interaction of a plasma
pumped with multiple crossing beams.36–43 In the simplest form that
has been found useful to describe CBET observations, the model is of
SBS in the strong damping limit68 (in which the damping rate of the
ion wave is assumed much greater than the SBS growth rate) which,
after many inverse growth rates, has reached an equilibrium level of
scattering at all points in the plasma, and results in each ray of light in
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the crossing beams undergoing a spatial rate of gain (or loss) of power
as it transits an interaction region shown schematically in Fig. 1.

These spatial growth rates have been alternately described in
terms of a fluid plasma model36 with a Landau damping rate inserted,
and in a fully kinetic (or Vlasov) plasma model that self-consistently
includes the linear Landau wave damping, which are expected to be
correct for small amplitude plasma waves propagating in a mixed ion
species plasma in which Landau damping is strong.41 The power
growth rate of an amplified seed beam in this regime is given by

g ¼ 1=4 ðvosc=cÞ2 k2iw c=xo Imðve kiw;xiwð Þ
! ð1þ Rivi kiw;xiwð ÞÞ=! kiw;xiwÞð Þ

! kiw;xiwð Þ ¼ 1þ ve kiw;xiwð Þ þ Rivi kiw;xiwð Þ:
(1)

Here, xo is the pump laser frequency, and vosc is the oscillatory veloc-
ity of the electrons in the component of the electric field of the pump
that is aligned to the electric field of the seed [vosc¼ e Epump/(mexo)].
The wave vector of the driven ion wave (kiw) is the difference of the
wave vectors of the pump beam and seed beams (kiw¼ kpump & kseed),
the frequency of the driven ion wave (xiwÞ is the difference in the
wave frequencies (xiw¼xseed - xseed), and ve,i are the electron and ion
susceptibilities that depend both on kiw and xiw, which can be calculated
for arbitrary distributions of each species.71 The spatial gain rate of the
power, g, can then be integrated along the path of the beam through the
entire length of the region of interaction of the beams (L), resulting in an
exponential power gain factor (G) experienced by the beam resulting in a
transmission through the optic of exp(G), where in the case of a uniform
plasma and beam of length L, the resulting integral is simply G¼ gL.
The linear plasma response shown in Eq. (1) describes the formation of
ion waves in the plasma which are k matched to scatter the light from
the pump beam so that it constructively interferes with, and amplifies,
the seed beam. As such the scattering wave amplitudes are largest,
and the amplification rates are largest when the ion wave is driven by the
beating of the two light waves close to its resonant value which is nor-
mally much lower than the frequencies of the light waves. As a result, the
amplification rate of the seed is strongly sensitive to small frequency dif-
ferences in the two beams and can therefore be sensitively dependent on,
and controlled by, the exact wavelength of the lasers. In many situations,
it is also useful to specialize the definition of the susceptibilities to that for
Maxwellian distribution of particles given by72 as

ve;iðkiw;xiwÞ ¼ &
1
2

x2
pe;i=ðkiw; ve;iÞ

2Z0ðx=ð21=2 kiw; ve;iÞÞ; (2)

where ve,i is the electron (ion) thermal velocity [ve,i ¼ (T e,i/m e,i)
1/2],

and Z0 is the derivative of the plasma dispersion function Z with
respect to its argument.73 As suggested by Fig. 1, these formulas apply

to the linear response to beams crossing at almost any angle, with one
exception being the case of h approaching zero (co-propagation of
beams) for which more than one value of kiw must be considered to
describe the scattering of power. In addition, the presence of multiple
crossing beams affecting the transmission of a single beam can also be
described by these equations by recognizing that the gain (or attenua-
tion) exponents produced by each crossing beam will add to describe
their combined effect on the transmitted beam.60 While the above
models strictly only describe the growth and attenuation of two beams
which have their polarizations aligned, they are also useful in describ-
ing the transmission of the aligned component of polarization and the
amplitude of the scattering wave in situations where there are other
components of polarization in multiple interacting beams.51,74 Despite
the many limitations of these linear models of plasma response, their
power and utility for producing a range of high fluence plasma optics
in the future that can operate for ns durations is now strongly sug-
gested by their success in designing and modeling a few specific
plasma optics as discussed in section “Recent Plasma Optic
Developments.” Moreover, as will be described, the CBET models rep-
resent a special case of the models of strongly coupled plasma ampli-
fiers that have recently been validated on sub-ps time scales where the
complication of binary collisions was un-necessary in the computa-
tions, which should give further confidence in the potential to extend
them to longer time scales of CBET in collisional plasmas, potentially
by adding appropriate physics.

Recent Plasma Optic Developments
Although the physics of SBS that underlies the CBET process has

been studied and tested in the context of a single beam interacting
with a plasma for decades (Refs. 42, 68, and 70 and references therein),
recent work studying CBET in multibeam systems has, in many
respects, demonstrated the closest agreement between models and
experimental observations of the SBS process. In particular, there have
been a number of experiments that have confirmed the observed
increase in beam power that occurs when a seed beam transits a region
of plasma with one or more pumping beams is accurately described by
gain rate of the beam power defined in Eq. (1) integrated over the laser
intensity and plasma profiles. The accurate validation of the predicted
growth rate is enabled in multi-beam experiments because the growing
electromagnetic wave is introduced as a seed beam with intensity that
can be a significant fraction of the pump. This is in contrast to earlier
studies42 of single beam SBS where the growth had to be observed
with an electromagnetic seed that was either scattered or reflected
from the pump beam, which tended to require many orders of magni-
tude amplification of the seed power before it could be detected with
little control over what the spectral properties and spatial and temporal
profiles of the amplified light was. The single beam studies were then
further complicated by a rapid change in the fraction of the pump
power transferred to the seed beam due to small changes in plasma
conditions or pump intensity, causing pump depletion to onset, along
with its associated effect on the plasma heating, almost as soon as the
conditions evolved that allowed the scattered light to be detected. In
multibeam CBET experiments, however, the properties and brightness
of the seed are under the experimentalists direct control and its bright-
ness can be set so that amplification factors have exponents of !1 and
are easily measured accurately by the experimental instruments.
Moreover, the relative brightness of the two beam can be set so that

FIG. 1. A simple geometry in which plasma optics can be formed with ion waves
having a wave vector (kiw) that is the difference of the wave vectors of two intersect-
ing beams of different wavelengths due to the seeding of SBS that transfers power
and energy between the beams.
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the pump is the dominant source of heating that determines the
plasma conditions in which the interaction takes place, and seed inten-
sity is low enough that variations in its intensity can be studied under
essentially constant pump and plasma conditions. Early CBET experi-
ments used to validate CBET models42,60 measured spatial gain rates
integrated across plasma and beam profiles in a plasma in which a
flow velocity gradient caused the beams to pass through CBET reso-
nance only near the center of their crossing volume. These experi-
ments validated that the predictions of the integrated gain exponent of
beam transmitted power that were based on the integral of Eq. (1)
over simulated plasma and beam profiles were in agreement with the
experimentally determined gain exponent to within measurement
uncertainties that were as large as 650%.60,75 Still further improve-
ments to the accuracy of the experimental validation of the integrated
gain exponent derived from Eq. (1) has now been provided in more
recent experiments in which the plasma density and temperature were
measured by interferometry and Thompson scattering and the wave-
length separation of the seed and pump beam were adjusted to pro-
duce a measure of the complete spectrum of gain produced by a single
pump beam49,76 as shown in Fig. 2. The quantities displayed on the
vertical axis in the figure are the refractive index perturbations that are
calculated both as the amplitude gain exponent G predicted by Eqs.
(1) and (2), over the quantity (kseed L) (black line), where G is deter-
mined as the integral of the equilibrium value of the spatial gain rate g
over the path of the seed beam (which reaches a peak value of
G' 0.72 near resonance in the case shown), as well as the phase shift
from the same model (gray line). In evaluating the integral of g from
Eq. (1) over the 1.2mm path length in which the seed interacted with
the pump beam to produce the data in Fig. 2, the plasma density

profile measured by an interferometer and by Thomson scattering was
employed, as well as the temperatures and ion species fractions that
were taken from HYDRA simulations and confirmed, or in the case of
species fraction adjusted, to match the measurements.49 The work
then determines a measured value of both the quantities plotted in the
figure from the observed effects of CBET on different components of
the beam polarization,51,74 all of which demonstrate close agreement
between the linear models and observations at the lowest levels of inci-
dent and transmitted power studied (dot and diamond symbols). The
measurements shown in the figure further demonstrate an observed
departure from the linear prediction for the power gain exponent at
the highest probe powers studied (asterisk symbols) simultaneously
demonstrating a limitation to the domain of validity of the linear wave
models when the wave amplitudes are the largest of those studied,
which is qualitatively similar to what has been seen in earlier measure-
ments of CBET under different conditions.41,77

The success of the validation experiments has encouraged the
development of simulational tools that evaluate the linear gain rate in
more complex situations that may be important in other plasma optic
applications. These models include accurate statistical descriptions of
the beam intensity profiles when the beams are large and include
many diffraction limited maxima and minima in intensity which can
locally produce much larger gain rates than the average over the pro-
file53–57 and enable calculations on time scales comparable to or larger
than that of transient effects associated with ion wave growth.54 The
models have also been used to identify the maximum ion wave ampli-
tudes that exist in experiments that probe domains of validity of the
linear wave models.49,59,60,78 These successes in describing CBET in
plasmas with approximately Maxwellian particle distributions have
also motivated further experimentation with multibeam CBET study-
ing cases where different particle distributions are expected, and the
increased control and accuracy of measurements in multi-beam inter-
actions experiments has led to the clearest confirmation yet79 of the
effect of super-Gaussian electron distributions on plasma wave propa-
gation which has been theoretically predicted for decades.80 Most
recently, VPIC simulations55,81,82 of the effects of both particle trap-
ping and binary collisions have been benchmarked by experiments83

that show that even when the ion wave amplitudes become large so
that ions are trapped in the waves in sufficient number to transfer
enough power from the interacting beams to the bulk plasma that they
are a significant source of plasma heating and strongly modify the
plasma temperatures, the simple linear CBETmodels of Eq. (1) are still
accurate descriptions of the plasma wave amplitude and scattering,
provided the linear response is evaluated using particle temperatures
that include the non-linearly induced bulk heating.

The combination of the continuing demonstrations of the impor-
tance of CBET produced plasma optics cells in controlling the power
deposition profiles in ICF experiments43–48 and the emergence of
experimentally validated models of CBET that prove quite accurate
under certain conditions49,53,57,74–76,78 have motivated the first design
and test of a stand-alone plasma optic based on CBET59,60,78 for use in
a specific application requiring high fluence in a beam.58 The device, a
beam-combiner, has combined much of the energy of up to 20, f/20
pump beams into a single output beam of 1 ns duration as described
in recent publications studying up to eight pump beams59,60 and a
forthcoming publications that describes the results with 20 pump in
more detail.61 The maximum pumping studied so far has resulted in a

FIG. 2. Experimental measurements of the transmission of a low power probe
beam when crossed with a pump beam in plasma with well diagnosed conditions
(dots, diamonds, and asterisks with error bars), accurately validate the refractive
index perturbation associated with the amplitude gain exponent for the transmitted
beam predicted by the models of Eqs. (1) and (2) (black line) as well as that for the
phase shift of the beam expected by the same model (gray line) over a range of
probe beam wavelengths that encompass the ion wave resonance feature (repro-
duced with permission from Turnbull et al., Plasma Phys. Controlled Fusion 60,
054017 (2018). Copyright 2018 IOP Publishing). Measurements shown at higher
probe power show reduced (or saturated) gain which further indicates limits to the
domain of validity of the linear models.
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10! amplification of a low power seed which provides a> 3! increase
in single beam power and energy available in a 1 ns pulse at the NIF
facility. The plasma optic is created by pre-heating a balloon of CH gas
with 40 heater beams incident at angles "45( from a seed beam with a
red shifted wavelength, as well as with up to 20 beams incident at
angles between 15( and 20( with respect to the seed that, once the
plasma is formed, provide the energy and power to amplify the seed
beam. This illumination creates simulated plasma conditions of
Te¼ 1.8 keV and ne¼ 2.5% of the critical density, as has been opti-
mized under these conditions for minimizing inverse absorption of all
beams while efficiently transferring energy from the pump to seed
beams with scattering ion wave amplitudes that are known to avoid
saturation mechanisms as described in detail in the design of the
optic60 and are shown in Fig. 3. Tests of the 20 pump beam design of
the optics60 were initially carried out with 0.75 kJ incident in a 1 ns
square pulse in the seed beam and the number of pump beams
increased in steps from 0 to 8,59,60 and recently have been extended to
16 and 20 pump beams61 as permitted by the original design60 with
minor changes in the seed and heater timing to eliminate pumping by
non-resonant heaters. In all these experiments, the output power,
energy, spot size, and pulse shape of the seed beam was determined
from measurements of the brightness and size of the spot of x-ray
emission it produced when subsequently incident on a witness
plate59–63 and were found to be in good agreement (within measure-
ment uncertainties) with the predictions of the models based on linear
wave responses78 as shown in Fig. 4. The results show that the seed
energy is increased in the optic by 7.1 kJ to deliver 7.8 (61.6) kJ as pre-
dicted by the models and provide a robust demonstration that present
modeling capability can be applied to accurately design a plasma optic
that provides a beam fluence and energy that exceeds that of each of
the incident beams that are used to create it, and which meets the spe-
cific needs demanded by an application.

As many of the applications that require extreme optical energies
and powers also demand the beams can come to focus in small spot
sizes, the focal quality of beams produced by plasma optics will also

need to be adequate and accurately predicted by models. The ability of
the seeded SBS instability that gives rise to CBET to amplify the indi-
vidual rays in a beam without re-directing them41 is likely to become a
critical enabling property of future plasma optic devices and as such
deserves careful experimental validation of its models. This ability is
inherent in the three wave model that is used to describe SBS occur-
ring at finite angles to the pumping beam because when plasma

FIG. 3. A plasma beam-combiner has been created at the NIF facility by pre-heating a balloon of CH gas filled uniformly with electrons at 2.5% of the critical density of the
351 nm pump beams. The HYDRA simulated64 plasma conditions allowed the density and wavelengths of the pump and probe beam to be optimized in the design resulting in
transfer of significant pump beam power to the 1 ns duration seed with minimal inverse-bremsstrahlung absorption, filamentation, and backscatter to produce an output beam
with more than 10! its incident energy and no observable reduction in its focal quality61 without need for empirical optimization [reproduced from with permission from
Kirkwood et al., Physics of Plasmas 25, 056701 (2018). Copyright 2018 AIP Publishing].60

FIG. 4. The time averaged power output in a single beam from the beam combiner
optic created at the NIF laser facility is determined from measurements of the x-ray
emission spot produced when the 1 ns duration seed is subsequently incident on a
witness plate (inset), and is studied as the number of pumping beams is increased
in a series of experiments where it reaches a maximum of 7.7 TW in a 1 ns pulse,
which is more than 3! the power otherwise available in a 1 ns pulse at NIF. The
average power observed in the spots (blue dots) is also compared to predictions of
the simulations based on the linear wave response described in the text (orange tri-
angles) and is found to be in agreement (within measurement uncertainty) in all
cases.61
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density is low, the model preserves the wave numbers in the output
beam spatial distribution to be only those that exist in the input distri-
bution.68 As a result, the model predicts that a beam on its way to a
small focal spot can be amplified by SBS without affecting the size of
the spot at best focus, and if such predictions can be well enough vali-
dated by observations under the needed conditions they will enable
still more extreme performance from plasma optics. The beam com-
biner platform undergoing tests at NIF has also begun to provide the
critical validation of this focal property of CBET amplified beams in
very recent and not previously published experiments in which the
incident seed beam is modified to have a smaller spot size at best focus
than the pump beams that amplify it.63 These experiments have been
carried out in the same manner as the experiments with eight pump
beams described in detail in Refs. 59 and 60. However, now the seed
beam is prepared without the continuous phase plate (CPP) that is
used by the pump beams and limits the size of their spots to
1.6! 1.2mm at best focus.59,60 As a result, the un-smoothed incident
seed beam now comes to a much smaller best focus of '0.15mm dia.
Experiments have now been performed with the best focus of the un-
modified seed beam placed 24mm past the plasma optic which allows
the seed beam to maintain a spot size in the plasma optic approxi-
mately equal to the best focus of CPP smoothed pumps, but prepares
the phase front of the seed in the optic so that it continues to focus
energy to create a still smaller spot upon exiting the plasma optic. This
focusing seed incident with 120GW of power was amplified in the
plasma by interaction with eight resonant pump beams that is
expected from previous studies of this system59–61 to increase its
energy by '7! to deliver 1.1 kJ to the witness plate and which is
found to be consistent with the brightness seen in x-ray images of the
small seed spot on the plate62,63 as shown in Fig. 5. However, in this
case,63 the energy is transferred to the seed well before its best focus
and is observed to appear on a witness plate 12mm past the optic with
a '3! reduced spot size (when the spot sizes are determined as the
total x-ray signal integrated over the area of each observed spot divided
by the peak signals observed in the spot) as also shown in Fig. 5. The
observations confirm the preservation of a smaller area at best focus
for the amplified seed even when interacting with pumps with larger
areas at best focus, as expected.

These experiments also demonstrate significant success of the
simulations based on linear plasma wave models in predicting the
observed performance of the high fluence plasma optics studied. As
such, the work constitutes an important step in developing predictive
models that can be used to design plasma optics for future applications
while encouraging a more complete study of the physics of these pro-
cesses. In particular, the current experimental database together with
the additional experiments that could be carried out in the near term
should be used to define the limits of validity of the plasma models
that have been used so far. In expanding use of the linear plasma wave
model to a wider range of conditions, it will be important to identify
the non-linear effects that can arise to in-validate the linear models as
well as to determine more precisely the conditions under which the
linear models apply. Significant work has already been done to identify
non-linearities and other effects on the ion waves produced by single
beam SBS interactions that will likely also limit the validity of the pre-
sent models of CBET and can help identify some of physical processes
that should be studied to determine these limits. The physical process
identified by these earlier studies were rich and diverse an included

fundamental process such as wave-breaking (or strong trapping) of
the ion acoustic waves responsible for the scattering as was first identi-
fied with 1D ion particle simulations,84 and the ion wave decay insta-
bility which was first recognized in 1D fluid models as potentially
important.85 This led to increasingly more sophisticated models
employed to study SBS saturation identifying a range of related phe-
nomenon using various modeling techniques, including the recogni-
tion that in 2D both weak trapping effects and ion wave decays can
come into play to limit the scattering from SBS.86 Subsequent experi-
mental observations of the ion wave decay products showed they
existed even when the pumping waves had surprisingly low ampli-
tudes.87,88 This motivated PIC modeling of both electrons and ions
which found both species exhibit significant trapping effects that play
a role in the development of a broad spectrum of daughter ion waves
in the cases studied and require kinetic simulations to adequately cap-
ture.89 Further simulation work has also shown the importance of the
addition of multi-wave effects including ion wave harmonics and side
bands,90 and more recent Vlasov simulations have confirmed the
broad spectrum of ion waves and demonstrated the potential for ion
heating, further expanding the richness and complexity of the phe-
nomena now recognized to affect ion wave growth and saturation of
SBS in conditions that may be important for the development of useful
plasma optics.91,92 As a result, it is clear that progress on ion wave
plasma optics will be significantly limited by the state of simulation
capabilities for many of the same or similar phenomena that have
been studied for SBS and which will either need to be understood in
sufficient detail to be used in the design of the optics or to allow the
choice of conditions for optics to avoid the regime that are the most

FIG. 5. Recent experiments using the beam combiner have further demonstrated
the capability of the plasma optic to transfer power to a seed beam that can be
focused to a smaller spot than the pumps that amplify it as this image of the bright-
ness produced with a gated x-ray camera when both beam are incident on a wit-
ness plate in the configuration of Refs. 59, 60, and 63 shows as discussed in the
text. The experiments with focused seed beams have demonstrated the capability
of these plasma optics to transfer power and energy from pump to seed beam while
preserving the focal properties of the seed, opening a path to future optics that can
deliver beams with extreme intensity and fluence is small spots as well as high
power and energy onto targets of interest.
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complex to model. While it is clear that the simplest linear wave mod-
els of CBET driven ion waves used in Eqs. (1) and (2) neglect all of the
above non-linear effects and that plasma optics models may need to
address those as well as still more complex physics for which computa-
tional studies have only very recently begun, recent work on CBET
driven ion waves has already studied many of them. In particular,
CBET studies have already shown that the ponderomotive force of the
beams can create fluctuations in the plasma93 that have been known to
locally affect the shape of the ion wave response function and the level
of scattering the ion waves produce,36 and that many effects of par-
ticles moving between localized hot spots in the beams as well as com-
peting stimulated scattering instabilities can significantly affect power
flow in other situations.55,56 The next phases of study will likely need
to define the region of parameter space where such effects can be
avoided in the design of plasma optics, and/or improve models to
include them in the design formulas.83 This work will require further
experiments to benchmark the theories that will likely build on the
present numerous experimental observations for which non-linear
CBET effects were inferred in larger integrated studies of ICF tar-
gets43,46–48 as well as those that study the output of plasma optics pro-
duced by CBET more directly38,49,59–63,75,78,79,83 and should pursue the
goal of establishing experimentally validated metrics to define the
region of validity of the needed wave models.

The numerous non-linear effects in the plasma wave response of
an optic that are illustrated above will certainly need further study;
however, it is apparent that even when wave amplitudes are very small,
they will modify the distribution of ions due the presences of particles
trapped in the driven waves. This could cause both momentum depo-
sition in the plasma41 and heating and acceleration of ions,50,83 which
both could cause the shape of the resonance profile expressed in Eq.
(1) to change over time, as well as affect many of the other non-linear
process that will occur as the wave amplitudes further increase.89–91

Because these trapped particle distributions can evolve over very long
time scales and develop fine structure in velocity space, it is likely nec-
essary that the effect of particle collisions on them be modeled as well
and such simulations have only become available very recently.81–83

To illustrate the importance of developing these and other emerging
simulation capabilities, we consider two examples of useful metrics for
determining some of the limits beyond which the ion wave amplitudes
could potentially depart from the linear wave response of Eqs. (1) and
(2). The two metrics considered are (i) the comparison of the thresh-
old for collisionless ion trapping to the ion wave amplitudes driven by
CBET with narrow band lasers and (ii) the threshold for particle colli-
sions to affect that trapping. The metrics are evaluated in a uniform
1D plasma and applied to cases where experiments have studied
CBET directly49,59,60,75,77 and, as such, do not include other non-linear
effects or situationally dependent effects such as spatial non-
uniformity, particle transport, or finite laser bandwidth which can
affect some cases. In these cases, however, the Landau damping rate
was dominated by ion damping, and the necessary condition for non-
linear trapping of ions in the waves is that the bounce time is shorter
than the duration of the experiment (or the pulse duration) sp, or
equivalently satisfies the metric

1 > spxbi ¼ spfðdneZie2=MiÞ= e0ð1 þ viÞ½ * g1=2: (3)

Here, the bounce frequency of the ions in the wave, xbi, is expressed
in terms of the wave perturbation in the electron density dne,

71 a lower

limit to which can be determined in many cases from the measured
fraction of the beam power scattered by the optic, F. When this is
done using the coherent power scattering rate of a plane electromag-
netic wave interacting with a plane wave density perturbation inte-
grated over an interaction region of size L, the result gives dne' 4 F1/2

nc/(kL) (where nc is the critical density for the beam, k is the beam
wave number). Notably for all the present experiments in which
CBET is studied directly and the linear response of Eqs. (1) and (2),
when evaluated for plasma conditions that are exist when CBET effects
are absent, is observed to describe the CBET measurements at the low-
est wave amplitudes studied,49,59,60,75,77 the metric of Eq. (3) is greater
than one, so that trapping would be expected to occur if collisions are
un-important. This means that the observation that Eqs. (1) and (2)
are an accurate description of scattering is suggesting there is a process
suppressing the effects of trapping, allowing the linear wave model to
apply. The comparison of these experimental results to the collisionless
trapping metric makes it clear that simulation based models of these
plasma optics will need to include processes that occur on the much
longer time scales associated with particle trapping rather than simply
including those that occur on the linear wave damping and growth
times, and one such effect that has already been confirmed to be
important in Ref. 83, is particle collisions. A useful metric for the
importance of particle collisions in modeling will likely be the compar-
ison of the time needed for the particles that produce the linear
Landau damping of the wave, to trap in the wave (1/xbi), to the time
needed for coulomb collisions to relax the distribution of trapped par-
ticles to back to a Maxwellian. While a complete description of the dis-
tribution of particles present in all these plasma optics awaits detailed
simulational studies,55,81–83 the simplest form of this metric that will
likely be relevant considers the distribution of the ions responsible for
Landau damping driven by the potential of a uniform plane wave with
the average wave amplitude needed for the optic to efficiently deplete
the pumps and compares the rate at which it under-goes collisional
relaxation. A formulation of the distribution of trapped particles that
would form in the extreme case of an applied, spatially sinusoidal,
potential that is an impulse in time, /o, is described in the absence of
collisions in Ref. 71 as

df x; v; tð Þ ' 2 qi/ok=ðmixpiÞ Im ff 0o vð Þ=
e kiw; kiwvð Þ exp ikiw x & vtð Þð Þg: (4)

The rate of relaxation of such a distribution by ion–ion collisions in a
Maxwellian background plasma can be estimated by a heuristic colli-
sion operator71

@=@t df x; v; tð Þ ¼ "ii@=@v vdf þ Ti=mi@df=@v½ *; (5)

yielding the minimum time dependent distortion of the trapped parti-
cle population due to collisions as

df c x; v; tð Þ ' df x; v; tð Þ expð&"iit ikvt=2 þ Tik
2t2= 3mið Þ

! "
Þ: (6)

These comparisons suggest a metric for a plasma optic to be affected
by ion–ion collisions, in a regime where ion trapping is occurring, is
when the exponent in Eq. (6) evaluated at the trapping time and at the
ion velocity that is equal to the wave phase velocity, has a magnitude
greater than 1, which defines the region below the black line in Fig. 6.
The conditions of each of the existing experiments that directly study
CBET49,59,60,75,77 are evaluated using measured or simulated plasma
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conditions taken from the original papers in each case (with the recog-
nition that parameters such as simulated values of Ti may still be
rather uncertain), and are represented by the colored points in the fig-
ure. The fact at all experimental points, including those exhibiting
non-linear saturation effects, are below the black line indicates it will
be critical for understanding the ion wave response and scattering
observed in these experiments to recognize that they all are not only
well within the domain of ion trapping defined by the metric of Eq.
(3), but are also well within the domain in which ion–ion collisions
can significantly affect the ion trapping process defined by the expo-
nential factor in Eq. (6). The fact that these most detailed experimental
studies of plasma optics created by CBET driven ion waves have
observed both linear ion wave responses [in agreement with Eqs. (1)
and (2) scattering estimates], and saturated ion wave responses [with
scattering below the levels of Eqs. (1) and (2)] with all cases being in
the regime in which ion trapping can be significantly affected by colli-
sions is seen by comparing the ion wave perturbation observed, dne
(colored points), with the minimum value of dne needed to avoid colli-
sional effects on ion trapping by keeping the exponential factor in Eq.
(6) small (black line), as shown in Fig. 6. The difficulties inherent in
simulating the ' cm scale plasmas and> 10’s of ps duration pulse
lengths needed for many future applications of these optics, on the rel-
evant trapped particle and collision time scales, highlight the likely
importance of validating the ion wave response models used to design
the optics with experimental observations in the conditions needed,
especially if such observations can be done in reduced scale tests acces-
sible at existing laser facilities. Such experimentation, done in concert
with modeling and design of plasma optics, may be one of the most
important steps for developing this technology in the near term.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The opportunities and challenges for developing engineering

models of ion wave plasma optics described here will likely be
addressed by the development and testing of specific plasma optics

components in the near future. In particular, the regime of high flu-
ence and energy per pulse, in beams made with plasma optics, is
promising to advance numerous applications.16 Some examples of this
are as follows: (1) fusion energy produced by lasers, which needs
focusable beams with 10’s ps duration, in the fast ignition approach,19

or multi-ns duration in the central hot spot approach,17,20 and where
the optics will need to withstand substantial radiation by both UV light
and nuclear reaction products for the life of a power plant; (2) bright
sources of high energy photons for radiography of dense, thick objects
on fast time scales,21–23 in which high optical fluence is needed as well
as intensity; and (3) next generation particle accelerators24 and photon
sources that need to operate at high peak and average fluence to test
the physics of matter in extreme conditions. These and other applica-
tions will likely each require distinctly different plasma optical compo-
nents with their performance optimized in a range of different plasma
and beam conditions, which will all demand predictive models and
proto-type tests prior to the construction of the laser facilities that use
them. The recent developments with ion wave plasma optics described
above suggests there may be many ways to enable these applications,
and further that the linear models can already provide the first indica-
tion of what such components can achieve for many of the potential
applications, as well as direct further development of attractive options
using more sophisticated models and experimental validation tests. As
a result, it appears that progress will occur most quickly when specific
applications provide support for these developments, and the commu-
nity of plasma researchers will need to connect with the communities
demanding the applications to outline the plan in each case.

To motivate the next steps, two specific examples of concepts of
plasma optics for specific applications are provided that have not been
considered previously. The first example of such an application, which
directly builds on recent demonstrations,59–63 is a final optic for a
fusion energy power plant based on the central hot spot approach
using ns duration beams,20,44,45 which uses a plasma to bend the path
of the incident photons at a long enough distance from the target that
enough material can be placed between the radiation emitting target
and the conventional optics forming the beams so as to prevent dam-
age or activation of those optics. As such, these or very similar plasma
optics may significantly improve power plant operating costs, reliabil-
ity, and safety. A second example of an application which could be
developed in the near term is a plasma optics beam combiner and
pulse compressor combination, that, as shown conceptually using the
models described here, promises to generate the> 100 kJ, 10’s ps dura-
tion pulse in a 10’s of micrometer size spot that could directly provide
the localized source of energy needed to ignite fusion fuel for produc-
ing energy. Conceptually, such a light pulse could be produced with a
conventional laser, with the needed energy in ns duration pulses in
multiple pumps beams, that illuminate a beam combiner with intrinsic
physical parameters (fluence, density, and temperature) similar to the
optic shown in Figs. 3 and 4 but with a larger plasma and beam vol-
ume, thereby transferring much greater energy to a single collimated
output beam. When the output of this first stage is brought to a highly
elliptical focus and incident on a second stage of a plasma in the geom-
etry shown in Fig. 7, the energy can potentially be further transferred
to a counterpropagating pulse with as little as 10’s of ps duration.
While there are many possible optimizations for such a concept, it is
clear that the beam combiner of Figs. 3 and 4 can be extended to this
higher energy while maintaining the similar fluence in the plasma and

FIG. 6. Comparison of existing experiments that validate Eqs. (2) and (3) for
describing plasma optics with the metric defined in Eq. (6) for ion–ion collisions to
affect trapping of ions in the plasma wave (region below the black line) shows the
importance of future simulations that include collisional effects and experiments to
validate them to make progress on plasma optic designs. The colored points repre-
sent experiments with both saturated and linear ion responses taken from the
references indicated next to the points, and the gray points indicate desired condi-
tions for the plasma pulse compressor concepts discussed in section “Future
Directions.”
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CBET gain in at least two steps. First, our linear gain and threshold
models show that the energy in the output seed spot in the configura-
tion of Figs. 3 and 4 could be increased further to> 20 kJ by a reduc-
tion in the gas density and an increase in the total pump power by a
factor of 2.5! (so that the density! intensity product, as well as the
CBET, SBS, and SRS backscatter gains remain the same as that of the
demonstrations of Figs. 3 and 4). Second, a further 10! increase in
energy in the seed (to> 200 kJ) can be produced using the same flu-
ence and plasma conditions by a 10! elongation of the interaction
region in one dimension (to '1mm!"10mm in transverse dimen-
sion) and the use of heater beams with highly elliptical spots that have
10! more energy at the same fluence and an elliptical defocused seed
beam to produce an output beam of the same fluence but with 10!
more energy available to pump the second stage of plasma that is
shown in Fig. 7. That pulse could then be compressed by interaction
with a second focusing short pulse seed beam in the subsequent region
of plasma shown in the figure, in which the pumping beam propagates
for a distance of at least 15 cm per ns of its pulse duration allowing
interaction with the much shorter counter-propagating pulse seed to
potentially deplete the entire pump pulse, similar to what has been
proposed for Raman compression in the past.1,4 The 174( crossing
angle shown in this example ensures that the transverse area of the
seed beam when it interacts with the pump in the plasma is '10!
larger than that of the pump, so that a 10! shorter pulse seed can
receive all the pump energy without producing higher intensity in the
plasma that could drive secondary instabilities, and the seed focal
properties first demonstrated in the data of Fig. 5 in the plasma condi-
tions of the first stage may allow an even smaller best focus spot of the
short pulse seed due to the lower density plasma in the second stage,
potentially allowing the energy to be delivered to a much smaller spot
on a target placed near best focus. Optimizing the concept and con-
firming the plasma physics needed to create the density perturbations
required in this second region of plasma are the critical next step for
developing such an optic for fusion energy; however, the expectations
of basic linear models described above and HYDRA simulations of
plasma creation by the pump beam are promising. The HfYDRA

simulations with classical particle heat transport show that if a He/H
gas is heated by 1ns beam with a 350nm wavelength in a narrow spec-
trum and a fluence of '3! 1015 W/cm2 a uniform plasma is created
in the second stage with an electron density of 0.5–1.0! 1019 cm&3,
and Te' 500–700 eV, which the models of Eqs. (1) and (2) predict can
produce a several fold resonant amplification of the power of a seed
that has a few Å longer wavelength, while depleting most of the energy
in the long pulse pump. This is illustrated by a 1D simulation of the
second stage amplifier that solves the standard time- and space-
dependent coupled three-wave equations for the light and plasma
waves and the HYDRA predicted plasma conditions near the point
where the pump is incident on the second stage plasma. Here, the
pump is seen to be depleted while the seed is amplified> 60! as
shown in Figs. 7(b) and 7(c). In this simulation, the ion temperature is
elevated above the HYDRA predicted values for classical heat trans-
port to give a more conservative estimate of the seed amplification as
may be more correct when effects such as non-local ion heat transport
and the effects of particle trapping on ion-heating83 are fully under-
stood. In this case, there is also minimal inverse bremsstrahlung
absorption of either beam, the average beam intensity is kept below
the thresholds for filamentation and backscattering by SBS or SRS,
suggesting that a bright seed with duration of 100 ps could collect a
large fraction of the energy in the pump, and a further reduction of
seed pulse duration may be possible due to non-linear pulse shorten-
ing (as studied in other contexts1). As a result, if further work can
show non-linear saturation and other deleterious effects are benign
(such as Raman forward scatter which is known to be suppressed by
non-linear saturation in some cases69), it appears possible that hun-
dreds of kJ of energy can be delivered in 10’s of ps in a beam that
comes to best focus on a final target where it could accelerate particles,
such as ions94 into an assembled high density of fusion fuel.19,95 The
energy delivered to the hot spot would be similar to what is presently
produced in ignition studies that are driven kinetically by implo-
sions20,45 as well as to what has been identified as needed for other
approaches to ignition such as fast ignition19,95 and other fusion
energy applications. Next steps in this plan would be studies of

FIG. 7. (a) Schematic layout for a high flu-
ence plasma combined beam to undergo
a second stage of pulse compression with
a plasma optic to produce high energy
and power on targets producing fusion
energy by fast ignition or related techni-
ques. 1D simulation results using the lin-
ear wave response described in the text
show (b) the time dependence of the effi-
cient depletion of the 170 TW/cm2 pump
and (c) the time dependent amplification
of a seed of the same intensity with
20 ps duration in counterpropagating
geometry that shows enhancement of
seed output power by both amplification
and compression.
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non-linear effects such as ion trapping which would occur at a higher
rate relative to the collisional relaxation rate than occurred in existing
experiments where trapping did not degrade optic performance. This
concept is represented by the gray points in Fig. 6, which are closer to
the collisionless trapping regime than the colored points that show
wave amplitudes and plasma conditions that have been studied by
experiments and in some cases described by the linear wave response
of Eqs. (1) and (2). While simulations may be able to address the more
complex phenomenon, much of the non-linear physics may also be
tested in smaller scale experiments, with the needed plasma condi-
tions, beam intensities, and wave amplitudes at existing laser facilities.

High fluence plasma based optics, when fully developed, may
have many advantages over those made of conventional materials that
are more susceptible to damage from optical and nuclear radiation
and could be used both in laser fusion test facilities and in fusion
power plants themselves, as well as drivers for sources of high energy
particles and photons. The development of applications such as this
can use the presently existing models to guide both the optic design as
well as the next steps in model development and experimental tests to
confirm the expectations.
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